A motion artifact reduction method for dental CT based on subpixel-resolution image registration of projection data.
High-resolution imaging is essential in three-dimensional (3D) CT image-based digital dentistry. A small amount of head motion during a CT scan can degrade the spatial resolution of the images to the extent where the efficacy of 3D image-based digital dentistry is greatly compromised. We introduce a retrospective motion artifact reduction (MAR) method for dental CTs that eliminates the necessity for any external motion tracking devices. Assuming that rigid-body motions are dominant in a dental scan of a human head, we extracted motion information from the projection data. By taking the cross-correlation between two successive projection data for every projection view, we determined the displacement of the projection data at each view. We experimentally found that any motion of the imaging object during the scan resulted in displacement of the projection data proportional to the motion amplitude. We decomposed the displacement into two components, one caused by translational motion and the other caused by rotational motion. The displacement components were used to correct the projection data before CT image reconstruction. We experimentally verified the MAR method using the projection data of a few phantoms acquired through a clinical dental CT machine. When the MAR performance was evaluated by the structural similarity index (SSIM) and the normalized absolute error (NAE) in reference to the motion-less images, the SSIM improved to 99% while the NAE was reduced by 80-90%.